
VARIO EDGE

The EDGE partition wall system
enables the temporary creation of
individual work situations in large
rooms.

Actively modulate work landscapes, constantly restructure
spaces and create connections and retreats where they are
needed - the new VARIO EDGE mobile wall system is a multi-
talent that creates freedom. EDGE structures rooms, is
highly acoustically effective and thus facilitates relaxed
communication.

Functional add-ons such as screen holders, whiteboards,
coat hooks and shelving elements make the walls a
changeable tool and perfect assistant for modern ways of
working - whether hybrid meetings, teamwork or personal
workspace.

Freely positionable, window-like openings that can be
equipped with shelves, plant inserts and pinboards make
the walls airy and create views in and out, storage space
and room for documents and personal items. Visual spaces
and connections to the areas behind the wall are created.
Like a picture frame, the open segment sets the scene for
the things housed there or the space behind.

At the same time, EDGE is the modern version of a TV cart.
Equipped with a large screen and video technology, the
mobile wall shows its full strength: As a platform for
communication, both in face-to-face and online meetings,
and thanks to its lightweight construction, it can be moved
quickly and easily to wherever it is needed.

Small wall
Width 1500 mm
Depth 80 mm (540 mm incl. feet)
Height 1800 mm (1900 mm incl. double foot stabiliser with
castors)
6 panels (2x3) à 750 x 600 mm

Large wall
Width 2250 mm
Depth 80 mm (540 mm incl. feet)
Height 1800 mm (1900 mm incl. double foot stabiliser with
castors)
9 fields (3x3) à 750 x 600 mm

Awards:
VARIO EDGE was awarded the German Design Award
Special Mention 2024 by the German Design Council.
The Association of Interior Designers has awarded VARIO
EDGE with the bdia ausgesucht! 2023 award.

Design: Bernd Benninghoff
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https://www.german-design-award.com/die-gewinner/galerie/detail/47578-edge.html
https://www.german-design-award.com/die-gewinner/galerie/detail/47578-edge.html
https://bdia.de/bdia-ausgesucht-2023-vario-edge/


The built-in frames are made of high-quality veneered oak
in a natural tone or in black. The outer edge of the wall is
also finished in matching oak veneer.

The detailed acoustic test report for EDGE and our
ACOUSTICS brochure can be found in the download
area.
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Variants
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Equipment

Coat hook 

Double foot cantilever 

Screen holder with cable management 

Screen holder with cable management 

Magazine holder 

Built-in tray, flat with plant insert 

Screen holder with cable management 

Screen holder with cable management
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